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(a) Since every number in 1 is a modulo 12 remainder,

& I (0,1,2, ..., 113.

π(h(3) =1 =(tz.1π(43.43) =12=0xZ.
π(323) =2 = 2tz.

·

#(103) = 10 = 10CE. 1
To show that Iltz, we need to find A91,2, . . . , 103 such

that T(A) = 1 or 23 or 3 5 or 46 or...
↑ A A

prime prime 5.7

#(35,73) = 35 =) 11 = 35 mod 12EI.

Thus, I = 90, 1.2, ..., 113 and for any a, bEI,
a+ b mod 12EE and 1 is closed under "addition modulo

12"



(bFor any Ac21. ..., 1003, TTCA) is not divisible by 5

if and only if A does not contain any multiple of 5

if and only if A = 5.10, 15...-, 95,1003

there are 80 elements in this set

Answer: 2 80

(C)For any A 231. ..., 1003, TICA) is not divisible by 8
if and only if one of the following cases holds:

Case 1: A contains only odd numbers;
Case 2: A contains exactly one even number a that is

not a multiple of 8;I
Case 3: A contains exactly two even numbers a, b such that

neither a or b is a multiple of 4.

multiples of 8:198.16,24, ..., 88,963) =12.

multiples of 4:14,8,12,.. -,96,1003) = 25.

In case I, one can choose
any subset of

the 50 odd numberschoices,
In case 2, besides choosing any subset of the 50 odd numbers, one

chooses one even number out of 92.4.6, . . ., 1003 - 48.16,24,..., 963

250.(50 - 12) = choices.
In case 3, besides choosing any subset of the 50 odd numbers, one

chooses two even numbers out of 32,4.6, ..., 1003- [4,8,12, . . ., 1003.

250.(50
-25) =5)choices. Answer: 250(1+ 38+ (%).
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E

Step 1: show that > for all integers n=2.

*step: when n
=2, (HS

=1T = H+ +5 = H
RHS =1.

CHS>RHS. Hence, the inequality holds when n
=2.

#

ive step: assume that the inequality holds when n = k(k>2),

i.e.
#i> E. When n =k+1,

LHS - RHs = 1- =( ) + 13t)-
by the induction -> > k+(*)-
hypothesis

- - .
M

this is a sum of
k
2 numbers

TogreFlomEonUtEtaKeRELOOKiETYSERMarterorigin
Answer: there are 8 terms, each one is larger than to



Since for all i =2". 2"+1, 2"+2, . . ., 2" -1,

(H) - 2+at) - Ic ( ) - = -z =0

Hence, CHS>RHS and the inequality holds for n =k+1.

Therefore, by mathematical induction, > E for all integers
n>2

Step 2: show that an for all integers ns2.

#step: when n =2, LHS =2,t = H+t +5 = H
RHS = 2.

&ScRHS. Hence, the inequality holds when n =2.

-ductivestep:assumethatthe inequality holds whenn = 1(k,e

LHS-RHS = E - ck+1) =() + 1) - x+ 1)
bytheinductionene + -1

- ) - 1.



AgastFiletraLookatwhatthiserrorherkidthere
i =23

Question: why is to+++te +B +tn+is- I ?

Answer: there are 8 terms, each one is less than or equal to

Since for all i = 2", 2" +1, 2"+2, .... 2-1,

us -mostit - 1x12) - 1 = = 1 =0

Hence, CHSCRHS and the inequality holds for n =k+1.

Therefore, by mathematical induction, can for all integers
n>2
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#d1:

Let us first label the 2 red rooks as R1 and R2

and label the 2 blue rooks as B1 and B2

Thus, we have 4 rooks that can be uniquely identified.
Let us place the 4 rook in 4 steps.

Step 1: placing R ↓ "choices.

Step 2: placing 12 There are 5 rows and 5 columns

left. 5"choices.

Step 3: placing B 4"choices.

Step 4: placing B2 5" choices.

This gives 6"5.45" ways. However, since R1 and R2

are actually indistinguishable, swapping them will result in an

indistinguishable arrangement.Same is true for BI and B2.

Thus, there are 2!.2! ways to rearrange the board state

that will result in an indistinguishable arrangement.
Answer:=ab =32400 ways,



#od2:

Let us begin with 4 white rooks and we will color them later.

We will break down the process of placing 4 write rooks in

to 6 steps,

Step 1: Choose 4 rows out of 6 that the rooks will occupy.

(2) choices. (Equivalently, choose 2 rows to leave empty
Step 2: Choose 4 columns out of 6 that the rook will occupy.

(d) choices.

Now we have a 4-by-4"sub-board"
Step 3: place a rook in rowof the

sub-board.4 Choices,

Step 4: Place a rook in row 2 of the

sub-board. 3 choices.

Step 5: place a look in rows of the

sub-board. 2 choices.

Step 6: place a rook in row 4 of the sub-board. (choice.

(Notice that the Prooks can be uniquely identified by the row they are in.)
This gives (Q). (?).4 ways.

Next, 2 out of the 4 rooks will be chosen and colored red,

the remaining rook will be colored blue. (*) choices,

Answer: (4) (1) 4!(1) = 32400 ways.
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od1:
Case 1: there is no 'o I string,
Case 2: there is exactly one 'o'. We treat 'olas 'a' and we

treat' as 'b'. Then, the number of such strings is equal

tothe number of distinguishable permutations of 9 copies of 'b'

and I copy of 'a'. (Convince yourself that these two numbers

are the same.Hint: think about writing an algorithm for

translating between such binary strings and 'ab' strings.) ('i)
= 10 strings.

Case 3: There are exactly two 'o's. By the same method above,

there are (2) = 36 strings.

Case 4: there are exactly three'o's. By the same method above,

there are (3) = 56 strings.

Answer:It (i) + (2) + (5) = H 10 + 36+ 56 = 103 strings.



*hod
2:

There is no 'o I stringt

Case 2: there is one 'o'. This 'o' can be at position I through

1 from left to right, but cannot be at the rightmost position.

10 strings.

Case 3: There are two '0's
X

O x0x
gap ( gap2 gap3

We insert a copies of 's into the three gaps subject to

the constraint that gaps and gaps cannot be empty.

Let X, = number of its in gap I,

xz = number of 's in gaps,

x3 = number of its in gap 3.

The problem corresponds to the number of ways to choose

&..X2, X2) subject to X170, X271, X371, xitxc+ x3 = 9.

Let x. = x,+1. Then, we can count the number of ways

to choose (X,, X2,x3) subject to (,71, x171, x331, x,+x2+X3=10.
(13) =12) = 36 strings. (Please refer to 201851 Final Q4(a)).

Case 4: there are three '0's gpOiO x

gaps gap 4

Similarly, we can count the number of ways to choose



#Yo, X3. X4) subject to *,71, x271, x371, x471.
*

+ xz+ xz + x479. (31) = (3) =56 strings.

Answer: 1+ 10 + (2) + (3) = 103 strings.
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#exivity: let XtE be arbitrary. Since X"x=0 and

0 is divisible by 3. XRXET. Thus, t is reflexive

mmetry: let x.ytE be arbitrary and assume that xRYET.
Then, (x"-y") is a multiple of 3.Thus, (y- x() = - (xz- yY

is also a multiple of 3. This shows that YRXET and that

R is symmetric.
*

itivity: let x,y, z5E be arbitrary and assume that xRy =T,

YREET. Then, (xEY) is a multiple of 3 and (y-zY
is a multiple of 3. Thus, (xi- zY) =(x"- yY + (y-- zY)

is also a multiple of 3. This shows that xREET and

that R is transitive,

Therefore, R is an equivalence relation.

Take OFE. T0] = SXEE: ORXET3 = EXEF: x"mod 3 =0
due to the fact ->= 4X77: X Mod 3 = 03.L (that 3 is a prime



Since IEC and 1 T0], let us compute [1] next.

[1] = (XEE: IRX = T3 = (xCZ:(1-x") mod 3 = 03

But (1-x() mod 3 = 11-(x-mod3)] mod 3

=I1- (x mod 3)*] mod 3

for every XGE.
I)x Mod 3 = 0, then XE50] and x*I1].

If x mod 3 = 1, (1-1) mod 3 =0 and thus xtIl].

If x mod 3 = 2, (1-2") mod 3 = 0 and thus xE[1].

Therefore, I1] = <XEE: x Mod 3:1 or x mod 3 = 23.
[O] UI1] = E and we have found all equivalence classes

induced by R.



Additional exercise sheet 2

.-
#MatrixMRH, MRYoR denote the matrix representations of

R. RY, R"oR, respectively a b c d

9 T
↑

F F aI FF F

MR - 6 F
#

FF ·Mp= =(Mp)=bT ↑F FI
a

↳ EFT !-FFFT FF F

d FFFF F

a b cd a b 2 d

aT TF F a TFF F

MR.MR =
b F #FF. b T

#

FFT I I !Note the order & # FFT cF FF F

MSoT = MT - Ms d FFFF dFFTF

a b c d

a T F F F
=

↓ FFFFI I D

a F ↑T F

d FFFF

RoR=<(a, a), (c,c13 and RTOR is not reflexive,

since (b.b) RYoR.



#graphi R-

A A

-a->
-to

-

R"oR =((a,a), (,213, which is not not reflexive

since (b, b) *RoR.
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Q4

Same as:

Additional exercise sheet (

by turning each person into a vertex,

two people are friends E) there is an edge,
two people are enemies E) there is no edge.

This
graph is a positive example:

① ⑧ For any 3 distinct vertices n.r. WEV, the

# ⑧
corresponding subgraph is either:

& ⑤

& ko

Or

* 8

so 1930, 03, Sn.W3, Sviw331 EI is either 2 or 1.



Additional exercise sheet 2

#Let us fix an arbitrary bEA. For X,EA. XztA. suppose

that fix) =f(xz). Then,

b.x, mod p
=b.X mod

p <> bX, EDXz (modp)
=>b(x. -xz) is a multiple of pr
Since (<b =p-1, 2-p=x1-X2<p-2, and p is a prime

number, X.-x2 must be 0. Therefore,

OX.EA, AxztA, f(x1) = f(x2) -> x. =X2. Hence, f is one-to-one.

Iff is not onto, then rangelfi/<IAl and f': A - rangef)
x > f(x)

is a one-to-one function, which contradicts the pigeonhole
principle. Thus, it is onto. Since of is one-to-one and onto,

& is a bijection.



B)Since f is a bijection, f is invertible. Let c = f(K).
Then, b. c mod p = fif"c() = fof"(1) =1.

2) For any XEA,

f(c.xmodp) =b. (C.x modp) mod p
= b.c.x mod p
-(b.c mod p). (x mod p) mod p
= (x mod p) mod p

(since 0<x=p - 1) -> = x

Therefore, f"(x) =c.x mod p.

1)For p = 5 and D=2
,
we find <EA such that

2.Mod 5 = 1. So c = 3 Since 2.3 mod 5 = 1.

#g is identical to of with b replaced by d. Thus, by
the same argument in part Al, g is a bijection from

*to A. Therefore, got is a bijection since it is

the composition of bijections.
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04

(i) Forf: S->S, one needs to choose

IISES,..., fINES.

n slots

For each slot, one can choose any element of 5, and

thus there are a choices.

Answer: n".

(ii) f: SS is invertible if and only if f is one-to-one

( since if f is one-to-one but not onto. I rangefil <Is) and

f:s -> rangef) is one-to-one, which contradicts the pigeonhole

principle). Therefore, fell, fizs, .... fins must be all distinct.

In this case, the n slots need to be filled with n

non-repeatable choices.

Answer: n!
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lifexivity: for any AEP(Q). Since ACA. ARAET and

thus R is reflexive
#mmetry: for any AEP(Q), BEPCO),
ARBxBRAE (A(B) x (BEA) E> A = B,

thus R is antisymmetric,
#

ansitivity:foranyAEPLOLBEPCalCEpoTEE
thus R is transitive.

Since R is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive, R is a

partial order.

(ii) mmetry: for any AEP(Q), BEP(Q),
ASBE> ARB =P() BrA = PExBSA,
thus S is symmetric.

#exivity: for any non-empty ACP(Q). ARA= A#0
and

ASAEF. Thus, S is not reflexive.

Since 5 is not reflexive, S is not an equivalence relation.



(i) zo =(0.1, 2, 3, 4, 53 z =40.1,2,3,4,5,63.

f(0) =1 mod 6 = 1,

fill) =3 mod 6 = 3, &
f,(x) =5 mod6 =5,-f,10)

= f(3) yet of 3.

f(3) =7 mod 6 = Thus, f, is not injective.

(ii) f((0) =1 mod7 =

fz(l) = 6 mod 7 =6

fz(z) = 11 mod7 =4

f2(3) = 16 mod7 =2

f=(4) =21 mod7
=

0

fz (5) = 26 nod 7 =5

fact) = 3) mod7 =3.

↑

the images are all distinct and contain all

elements of ZI.

Therefore, to is one-to-one and onto, and is hence invertible.
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#xivity: for any a tf, a.a=a<0 and thus aRaET.

R is reflexive

#etry: for any a, b<E*, aRbE)abCoE) bacoE) bRa.
Thus, R is symmetric.

=tivity: suppose that for a. b.ctE*, aRbxbRCET.
Then, also and baco, which implies abc 70

Since 6"0. ico, and hence ac = abic.co
This shows aRCET, and thus R is transitive.

Since R is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, R is an

equivalence relation.

The induced equivalence classes are:

[1] =hatz: a 303,

I- 1) =hatk: -1.9703 = hatk*: aco3.


